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nutritious elements such as amino acids and carbohydrates.
The ability to taste sweet substances allows us to ingest the
necessary saccharides essential for internal energy
production. Salty taste ensures the necessary ingestion of
ions such as Na+ and K+, whereas bitter and sour alert us to
potentially noxious compounds and poisons. Taste sensation
serves to draw the organism towards potentially “good” food
items and to avoid potentially “bad” food sources. This
modest sensory discrimination is evidenced by our inability
to discriminate between chemical compounds within each
sense. As a result, we are well equipped to discriminate
between the senses rather than within. This in turn makes it
easier for the agent to discriminate between what must be
ingested and what must be avoided (Yarmolinsky et al,
2009, Huang et al, 2006).
Taste transduction in mammals occurs via
specialized taste receptor cells selectively distributed on the
surface of the tongue and palate. TRC are further assembled
into taste buds; clusters consisting of 50-150 neuroepithelial
cells, typically arranged in papillae structures embedded in
the tongue surface. There are three types of papillae
structures. Fungiform papillae are a set of taste buds located
to in the anterior two third region of the tongue and typically
consist of 1 or a few taste buds per papilla. Foliate papillae
are located to the posterior lateral edges of the tongue, and
contain hundreds of taste buds. Circumvallate papillae,
located in the posterior end, contain thousands of taste buds
(Yarmolinsky et al, 2009; Huang et al, 2006) . Contrary to the
old notion of a “tongue map”, which spatially designates
specific areas of the tongue to specific taste modalities, all
papillae structures contain receptors for detecting all five
sense modalities (Lindemann, 1999). Fungiform papillae re
innervated by the chorda tympani of the facial nerve,
whereas foliate and circumvallate papillae are inverted by
the glossopharyngeal nerve.
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Abstract
Receptor cells are responsible for the detection and
transduction of external stimuli in our environment into
internal sensory perception, such as chemical (taste and
smell) and physical (temperature, sound, light, and
mechanical) features. Taste is essential for guiding
organisms to identify specific chemicals that potentially
possess nutritious or noxious properties. In this review,
I will discuss some of the significant findings from my
lab in which we identified several classes of taste
receptor cells (TRC’s) critical for transducing the basic
taste modalities (sweet, sour, salty, umami, bitter).
Using specialized cell culture techniques, used in
conjunction with rodent models, we have also identified
several classes of receptor proteins underlying the
molecular recognition and processing of these five
senses. These classes include the T1R super family
(sweet & umami), T2R’s (bitter), PKD2L’s (Sour), and
more recently the EnaC’s (salty), each of which are
broadly expressed in TRC’s. Our findings, and those of
others, support the hypothesis that peripheral coding of
taste modalities is broadly tuned via an ‘across-fibre’
pattern of coding. We conclude by discussion several
challenges that remain to be addressed in taste
signaling, such as how taste coding occurs beyond the
periphery.

Taste Receptor Proteins
How do TRC tranduce chemical stimuli into the sensation of
taste? Rigorous scientific evidence from my lab, and those of
others, have identified several classes of membrane proteins
responsible for detecting each of the five taste modalities.
The following sections further discuss each taste modality
with respect to its unique set of membrane receptor proteins.

Introduction
Our sensory systems are tasked with the responsibility of
providing an accurate representation of the external
environment, allowing organisms to navigate and survive in
a dynamic physical world. Mechanosensory, visual, and
auditory senses allow organisms to detect physical
properties in the environment, whereas olfactory and taste
sensory systems enable us to detect chemical features of
the environment. Although much has been learned about the
auditory, visual, mechanosensory, and olfactory systems,
little is known about how we taste chemical features in the
environment. Rigorous research from the last 10 years has
identified several classes of taste receptor cells (TRC) and
receptor proteins necessary for taste transduction. This
review will examine the significant findings that have
emerged in the past decade and also highlight some of the
questions that have yet to be answered in taste transduction.

Sweet
Detection of sweet tasting molecules not only enables
organisms to detect sugar content within potential food
items, but also activates higher order hedonic behavioral
responses. This close association between sweet quality
and pleasurable response is an illustration of how evolution
has selected for the most fundamental source of energy. In
2000, we published a paper identifying putative taste
receptors selectively in subsets of taste receptor cells of the
tongue and palate (Fuller, 1974). Among these taste
receptors is a modest class of G-protein coupled receptors
(GPCRs) known as the T1R family. Previous research had
identified a principal locus for sweet tasting in mice that
influences responses to sweet chemicals (Fuller, 1974).
Genetic linkage studies conducted by several groups
identified the Sac gene as the T1R3 allele. We used
engineered Sac mice expressing the T1R3 allele and found
that this allele rescues sweet taste deficiency in Sac mice,
suggesting that the T1R family may represent the sweet
taste receptors. We then examined the expression pattern of
T1R receptors and found three distinctive patterns of
expression: (1) T1R1 + T1R3, (2) T1R2 + T1R3, and (3)

Mammalian Taste Receptors
Mammals are capable of detecting a broad variety of
chemical stimulants, which can be classified under five basic
taste modalities: sweet, umami, sour, bitter, and salty
(Chaudhari et al, 2010). Taste is essential to the survival of
the individual to identify and consume the necessary
________________________________________________
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Figure 1: Basic Anatomy a Taste Receptor Cell:
Above figure illustrates an oversimplified labeled lined model of taste transduction in a taste receptor cell (TRC). Each cell expresses a unique set of
specialized receptor proteins to which chemical taste binds, inducing a series of steps that code for a particular taste. [Note: Protein receptors are
partially expressed in a single receptor cell and no one cell expresses all receptor proteins as shown in the above figure].

T1R3 expressing taste receptors cells11. We then showed
that T1R2 + T1R3 (T1R2+3), but not (T1R1+3) or T1R3, coexpressing cells respond robustly to a variety of sweet
compounds in a dose dependent manner. Further analysis
showed that co-expression of T1R2+3 were necessary for
sweet tastant response as neither T1R2 nor T1R3
expressed in isolation produced any response (Zhao et al,
2003).
Definitive proof that T1R2+3 are indeed the sweet
receptor proteins came from Li et al. (2002) who used
transgenic mice to evaluate responses to a variety of sweet
tastants using combinations of T1R2 and T1R3 expression.
T1R3 knock-out mice show significant ablation to sweet
tastants (Damak et al. 2003). Interestingly, we also find that
T1r2 or T1r3 KO mice show residual responses to extreme
sugar concentrations. Nevertheless, T1r2 and T1r3
(T1R2+3) KO mice show complete loss to sweet sensation
even at very high concentrations of sugar solutions. Recent
evidence to support the importance of T1R2 and T1R3
receptors in mediating sweet sensation comes from studies
done in felinae. Cats, long known to be sweet insensitive,
have now been shown by Li et al. (2005) to have a natural
deletion of the T1r2 gene.
Several studies (Xu et al. 2004; Jiang et al. 2005)
have investigated how hundreds of sweet tasting
compounds, from six carbon sugars to complex sweet
tasting peptides, can bind only two receptor proteins.
Evidence from such studies now suggests that different
chemical compounds bind to unique regions of the T1R2+3
protein complex. This finding indicates that one complex can

indeed respond to various unrelated chemical compounds to
produce a similar response.
Umami
Borrowed from the Japanese vocabulary, umami describes
the flavor typical of protein rich foods such as meats,
seafood, vegetables, and cheese, which often induce a
‘delicious’ flavor. Several mammals are attracted to amino
acid tastants such as glutamate. Humans, however, only
respond to a monosodium-glutamate (MSG) and Laspartate.
By applying similar techniques and logic utilized to
identify and characterize sweet taste receptors, we also
showed conclusively that T1R1+3 co-expression is
necessary for detecting umami taste in mammals. Using
transgenic KO mice as a model, we showed that elimination
of either T1R1 or T1R3 (but not T1R2) diminishes responses
to MSG and several other L-amino acids in mice (Zhao et al.
2003; Nelson et al. 2002). Several other investigators have
provided evidence to support the hypothesis that T1R1+3 is
the principal receptor for umami taste (Li et al. 2001).
Bitter
In addition to recognizing attractive tastants, mammals must
also be able to recognize potentially harmful chemicals. This
task may seem daunting considering the abundance of
potentially harmful substances in the environment. Another
challenge faced by bitter TRC is that the concentration
threshold for detecting potentially noxious substances must -
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Figure 2: Intracellular Signaling Mechanism
A) shows the signaling mechanisms by which sweet, umami, and bitter tastants are transduced in TRC. The pathways for GPCRs (sweet, umami, and
bitter) are unique from those of salty and sour tastants which seem to require a simpler direct route of activation.

be significantly lower than that required for detecting
attractive substances (Chaudhari & Roper 2010).
Another significant finding to come from our lab
was the identification of another unique family of GPCRs
known as the T2R family, consisting ~40 structurally diverse
trans-membrane proteins. Using a combination of
behavioral, genetic, and physiological studies, we have
shown that T2R receptor proteins are responsible for the
detection of bitter tastants (Adler et al. 2000; Chandrashekar
et al. 2000). To illustrate the role of T2Rs in bitter taste
perception, we engineered mice expressing human T2R
receptors for bitter transduction. More importantly, the
finding that human T2Rs transfected into mice induce robust
responses to novel bitter substa nces illustrates the
evolutionary importance of bitter sensation across
mammalian species.
Unlike sweet and umami taste receptors, T2Rs are
almost all expressed in the same TRCs. Moreover, they do
not overlap with sweet and umami TRCs (Adler et al. 2000).
We interpreted this finding as a consequence of the
evolutionary need to identify a broad range of bitter
compounds without the ability to discriminate between
individual bitter substances.

Sour
It has been proposed that sour sensing is mediated by
PKD2L1, PKD2L3, and HCN1 receptor proteins (Huang et
al. 2006). Inhibition of PKD2L1, using toxins specifically
targeted to the membrane protein, has been shown to
attenuate cellular responses to acid substances without
hindering the functional properties of other receptor proteins.
The precise mechanism for detecting acids has yet to be
elucidated as current evidence has been based on genetic
ablation studies where PKD2L1 is blocked by specific toxins.
The need for KO studies is important if we are to learn the
precise nature of acid sensing. Recently, Chandrashekar et
al. (2009) has provided evidence that supports an acid
sensing dependent mechanism for detecting CO2. The ability
to sense carbonation is dependent on PKLD2L1 receptors.
Indeed, our lab has shown that genetic ablation of PKD2L1
receptors partially eliminates CO2 sensing. We used Car4,
an extracellular glycosylphosphatidylinositol (GPI)- anchored
carbonic anhydrase, to function as the main CO2 sensor.
Currently, it is believed that sour sensing occurs
via proton sensing. Consistent with this hypothesis is the
discovery of PKD2L1 receptors within the central canal of
the spinal cord in mice, a finding that suggests that PKD2L1
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senses acids via protons present within the mammalian body
for pH regulation (Huang et al. 2006). Overall, these findings
do indicate that non-GPCR mediated sensing of sour and
salty taste is mediated via specialized membrane proteins
rather than the action of simple ion channels.

activated solely by a synthetic ligand: RASSL) in sweet and
bitter TRCs. Animals expressing the RASSL in bitter TRC
were found to be averted by activation of the ligand.
Likewise, expression of RASSL in sweet TRC induced
attraction to opioid agonist (Zhang et al. 2003). Together,
these studies demonstrate tasting does indeed occur via a
labeled line model of periphery coding.

Salty
The ability to sense salty foods is one of importance, yet it
remains one of the least understood senses within the taste
spectrum. Sodium is a major cation within many organisms
and its presence is pervasive throughout the entire organ
system. In humans and rodent models, the ability to sense
Na+ is dependent on the internal concentration of Na+.
When deprived of Na+, rats become particularly attracted to
Na+ rich solutions, whereas, higher internal concentrations
of Na induce aversive behavioral responses to Na+ solutions
(Yarmolinsky et al. 2009).
Epithelial sodium channels (ENaCs) have very
recently been proposed to be the potential Na sensing
protein receptors. Evidence to support the role of ENaC
comes from the finding that Cre-Lox transgenic mice with
significant ablation of ENaCs to the tongue show little or no
appetite for Na even at extreme deprivation levels
(Chandrashekar et al. 2010). Indeed ENaC expressing cells
are distinct from those expressing umami, sweet, and bitter
receptors. The ability to study sodium sensing in rodent
models is inhibited by the observation that ENaC KO mice
and rats die within a few days after birth. This illustrates the
significance of Na sensing not just at the level of taste but
also for the maintenance of a stable internal environment.
Further investigations are necessary to unravel the
precise mechanisms and pathways for Na sensing as it
constitutes one of the essential needs for vertebrate survival.

A taste of things to come
Although we have made significant advances in
understanding taste transduction, there is much that we do
not fully understand and appreciate about taste transduction
and perception. Prior knowledge about olfaction, vision and
other senses illustrates the importance of lateral inhibition at
the periphery. How then do TRCs communicate with one
another? Is lateral inhibition necessary at all for taste
transduction to occur?
The greatest gaps in knowledge concern the
central representation of taste. How is taste information
processed in the central nervous system? More importantly
also, what is the role played by other centers in regulated
feeding behavior. How does olfaction combine with taste
information to produce the perception of flavor? Visual cues
such as color can make a significant difference in whether or
not we choose to consume potential food items.
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